In what order are the units in the textbook?

Unit A:

Unit B:

Unit C:

Unit D:

Which unit is the Physics unit?

Which unit is the Biology unit?

Which unit is the Earth Science unit?

We will be starting with a review of Scientific Inquiry Skills.

Where can you find information on The Inquiry Process of Science?

Where can you find information on preparing a Lab Report?

Where can you find information on Measurement skills?

Where can you find information on Graphing skills?

Note that each of the units in the textbook is marked with a different colour tab.

We will be starting with Chemical Reactions, which is marked with a ____________ tab and begins on page ____________.

Information on Science Safety Procedures can be found ________________________________.

The Periodic Table can be found _________________________ and __________________________.

The Chemistry Backgrounder Skills Reference starting on page 546 contains information on:

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
The Chemistry Unit is divided into three chapters. These chapters are:

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

At the end of each chapter there is a Chapter Review. What colour are its pages? ________________

Answers to these questions in the textbook may be found ________________________________.

Each chapter is divided into sections. For the first of the Chemistry Unit chapters, these are:

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

At the end of each section there are questions entitled “______________________________.”

Answers to these questions in the textbook may be found ________________________________.

Within the text of each section there are also “______________________________” questions.

Answers to these questions in the textbook may be found ________________________________.

Note that you may want to bookmark the location of these answer pages!

Example Problems within the text are coloured ________________________________.

Labs and Activities may be found on pages coloured ________________________.

What other information may be found within the units? Where?
What is the purpose of this information?
(Give at least three examples.)

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Please take good care of your textbook.
Do NOT let it get wet during labs or write in it when solving problems.